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A Peculiar Treasure-Jon W. Brisby 2019-06-30 A woman's personal conviction to begin keeping the seventh-day
Sabbath in 1926 would challenge her husband to begin an intensive study to prove her wrong. That study would
spawn a new religious movement under Herbert W. Armstrong. A fledgling group would form in 1934, and an
audacious media operation would make the Radio Church of God (later named the Worldwide Church of God)
grow by 30% per year over the next 35 years. Proclaiming a unique understanding of the Bible, traditional
Christian orthodoxy would be challenged, making that church most peculiar indeed. Internal and external forces
would alter Herbert Armstrong's view of his own mission, and especially after Loma's death, doctrinal and
administrative turmoil would stagger the church for the rest of his life. After his death in 1986, the empire would
implode, and successors would dismantle everything that the Armstrong's had built. Was it all just a fantastic,
fraudulent escapade-conceived by a lucky and opportunistic salesman-or might it have been a divine Work-God's
own peculiar treasure?If it did begin with God's inspiration, why and how did it all go so wrong? Is there anything
left of it today that has any redeeming value? These are the questions that will be answered, with evidence to
suggest that there is yet an enduring legacy of Herbert and Loma Armstrong.
The Seven Laws of Success-Herbert W. Armstrong 2013-10-04 Why are only the very few-women as well as mensuccessful in life? Just what is success? Here is the surprising answer to life’s most difficult problem, proving that
no human need ever become a failure! All who have succeeded have followed these seven laws! The only way to
success is not a copyrighted formula being sold for a price. You can’t buy it! The price is your own application of
the seven existing laws. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God.
However, please not that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit card
information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but
will be refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process.
Death of a Pirate: British Radio and the Making of the Information Age-Adrian Johns 2010-11-08 “A superb
account of the rise of modern broadcasting.” —Financial Times When the pirate operator Oliver Smedley shot and
killed his rival Reg Calvert in Smedley’s country cottage on June 21, 1966, it was a turning point for the outlaw
radio stations dotting the coastal waters of England. Situated on ships and offshore forts like Shivering Sands,
these stations blasted away at the high-minded BBC’s broadcast monopoly with the new beats of the Stones and
DJs like Screaming Lord Sutch. For free-market ideologues like Smedley, the pirate stations were entrepreneurial
efforts to undermine the growing British welfare state as embodied by the BBC. The worlds of high table and
underground collide in this riveting history.
Japan, a Modern History-James L. McClain 2002 Japan: A Modern History provides a comprehensive narrative
that integrates the political, social, cultural, and economic history of modern Japan from the investiture of
Tokugawa Ieyasu in 1603 to the present.
Field Guide to the Wild World of Religion-Pamela Dewey 2013-02-01 The American religious scene in 1955 was a
very tame and predictable world. It matched the tame, predictable world of women's clothing, where most women
going out shopping wore a dress with coordinating gloves, hat, and shoes. And it matched the tame, predictable
world of children's toys, where almost every young girl yearned for a baby doll that said Ma-Ma, and almost every
boy needed a coonskin cap. Choices of fashions, toys, preachers, and churches were limited and domesticated.
Fifty years later, the tame, predictable world of 1950s fashions and toys is long gone. Women go shopping in
everything from sweatshirts and jeans to tube tops and short shorts. And both boys and girls want the latest
Sponge Bob Square Pants video game. The same kind of transformation has gone on in the world of religion. It is
no longer tame and predictable either. Welcome to the Wild World of Religion of the 21st Century. Explore its
habitats, identify some of the inhabitants, and learn about their characteristics and customs in this Field Guide.
Matches in the Gas Tank-Carla Powers 2009 An empowering story of the survival of the spirit, this heartwrenching memoir recounts a girl's stifled and abusive childhood in the Radio Church of God—a cult founded by
alleged prophet Herbert W. Armstrong in Big Sandy, Texas. Rules imposed by Armstrong were arbitrary and
unforgiving, covering everything from food preparation and appearance to arranged marriages and earning
income for the church. Overcoming a childhood of warped teachings and deprivation, the wrath of narrowminded, punitive ministers, and a dangerous, alcoholic father, Carla escaped the control of the church and
surpassed the legacy of abuse and shame left of her family to become a highly successful corporate lawyer.
Getting the message through: A Branch History of the U.S. Army Signal Corps-Rebecca Robbins Raines 1996
Getting the Message Through, the companion volume to Rebecca Robbins Raines' Signal Corps, traces the
evolution of the corps from the appointment of the first signal officer on the eve of the Civil War, through its
stages of growth and change, to its service in Operation DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM. Raines highlights not
only the increasingly specialized nature of warfare and the rise of sophisticated communications technology, but
also such diverse missions as weather reporting and military aviation. Information dominance in the form of
superior communications is considered to be sine qua non to modern warfare. As Raines ably shows, the Signal
Corps--once considered by some Army officers to be of little or no military value--and the communications it
provides have become integral to all aspects of military operations on modern digitized battlefields. The volume is
an invaluable reference source for anyone interested in the institutional history of the branch.
My God Delivers on Time-MS Jackie R. Wilson 2003-03-05 Jackie Ruth Wilson gave her life to Christ at a young
age. She later backslid due to limited biblical knowledge and an array of tramatic events. Find out how she
overcame addictions, fought her way out of abuse, and escaped death in this one of a kind autobiograph, 'My God
Delivers On Time.'
Manipulating the World Economy-Martin Armstrong 2019-11 The collapse of economic theory and the dawn of a
new age
God's End-Time Man-J. P. Waitz 2000-10 GOD'S END-TIME MAN is about Herbert W. Armstrong, who fulfilled
Matt. 24:14 ("And this gospel of the Kingdom shall be preached--unto all nations, and then shall the end come.").
HWA, young and eager for business success, failed in three promising ventures, tried to prove his wife wrong
about the seventh day Sabbath, and instead proved her right. Reduced to poverty, he began to preach in rural
Oregon, got on radio in 1934, and eventually reached every inhabited continent of the earth, using worldwide
radio, 400 TV stations, and a free magazine, The Plain Truth, that grew to over 8 million circulation. Through the
king of Belgium, HWA met world leaders. By 1985 he knew more heads of state than any other man alive. Since
HWA's death at 93, The Worldwide Church of God, which he founded, has scattered into 237 splinters. Daniel 12:7
says: "And when he shall have accomplished to scatter the power of the holy people, all these things shall be
finished." Is this the end of the age? Read what GOD'S END-TIME MAN said.
Man of High Fidelity: Edwin Howard Armstrong-Lawrence Lessing 1956
Mechanical Inspection-William Herbert Armstrong 2012-05-01
The True History of God’s True Church: And Its 2,000-Year War With the Great False Church-Philadelphia Church
of God 2015-04-30 When Jesus Christ founded the New Testament Church, He said the gates of hell would not
prevail against it. He prophesied of seven successive eras it would undergo before His Second Coming, and even
foretold the predominant character of each. History shows that God's true Church—though it has gone largely
unnoticed—has survived through the 20 centuries since that time, fulfilling Christ's prophecies in specific detail.
Now, on the cusp of Christ's return, this dramatic and miraculous story can be fully told!
The Essential Teachings of Herbert W. Armstrong-Stephen W. Boston 2001-01 Herbert W. Armstrong (1892-1986)
founded the Worldwide Church of God, Ambassador College and the Ambassador International Cultural
Foundation. For over 50 years he was the editor in chief of The Plain Truth magazine, which was provided free of
charge to the public. Mr. Armstrong visited more than 70 countries and was highly honored by heads of state in
Japan, China, South Africa, Israel and Egypt. He was the author of The Missing Dimension in Sex, The Incredible
Human Potential, The Wonderful World Tomorrow—What It Will Be Like, The United States and Britain in
Prophecy, The Seven Laws of Success, and his Autobiography. At age 93, he released his final book, The Mystery
of the Ages, which he considered to be his crowning achievement in life. Part I is a summary of his teachings
about mankind's true destiny and the Kingdom of God. Part II reveals the identity of the lost ten tribes of Israel
and their importance in end time prophecy. The Appendix gives a history of his church and explains why his
teachings are suppressed by the very church he founded.
The Mostly True Adventures Of Homer P. Figg-Rodman Philbrick 2012-11-01 The 2010 Newbery Honor Book by
highly acclaimed author Rodman Philbrick is now in paperback! In this Newbery Honor-winning page-turner,
twelve-year-old orphan Homer runs away from Pine Swamp, Maine, to find his older brother, Harold, who has
been sold into the Union Army. With laugh-aloud humor, Homer outwits and outruns a colorful assortment of civil
War-era thieves, scallywags, and spies as he makes his way south, following clues that finally lead him to
Gettysburg. Even through a hail of gunfire, Homer never loses heart--but will he find his brother? Or will it be too
late? With engaging wit and comical repartee reminiscent of Mark Twain, master storyteller Rodman Philbrick
introduces us to the unforgettable character of Homer in his latest groundbreaking novel.
A Guide to the Study and Use of Military History-John E. Jessup 1979
Raising the Ruins-Stephen Flurry 2006 Herbert W. Armstrong was the world's leading televangelist and one of the
most prominent religious leaders of the 20th century, watched, read and followed by millions worldwide. But his
legacy of Bible-based humanitarianism came under attack after he died. The cabal of leaders who took control of
the church he founded, after pledging to "follow in his footsteps," methodically destroyed all he had built. Those
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I?" You are a mystery. The world about you is a mystery. Now, you can understand! In this booklet: - Who and
What Is God? - Mystery of Angels and Evil Spirits - Mystery of Man - Mystery of Civilization - Mystery of Israel Mystery of the Church - Mystery of the Kingdom of God This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the
Philadelphia Church of God. However, please not that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account
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Autobiography of Herbert W. Armstrong-Herbert W. Armstrong 2016-06-15
The Wonderful World Tomorrow-Herbert W. Armstrong 2013-10-16 You don't have to believe it! It will happen,
regardless. It is sure—the world's only sure hope. This advance good news of tomorrow is as certain as the rising
of tomorrow's sun. Humanity won't bring it about-it is going to be done to us. Humanity is going to be forced to be
happy—to enjoy world peace-to see universal abundance and joy fill the Earth. In this booklet: • Three World
Views—Only One Is Going to Happen • One Last “Obituary” Look at Today’s World • The Cause of All World
Troubles • The New World Government • Education and Religion Tomorrow • Now Picture Tomorrow’s World! •
... And All Speaking the Same Language This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia
Church of God. However, please not that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires
your credit card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to
your account but will be refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process.
The Incredible Human Potential-Herbert W. Armstrong 1978-01-01 This is the eye-opening story of the real gospel
message of Jesus Christ -- of how this missing dimension was withheld, an dthe whole world deceived.
The World in Flames-Jerald Walker 2017-08-31 Presents a memoir of growing up with blind, African American
parents, who were members of Herbert W. Armstrong's cult, the Worldwide Church of God, which believed that
their members were divinely chosen and all others would soon perish in rivers of flame. The substantial
membership was ruled by fear, intimidation, and threats. Anyone who dared leave would endure hardship for the
remainder of this life and eternal suffering in the next, which would arrive in 1975, three years after the start of
the Great Tribulation. With more than a hundred thousand members and more than $80 million (the equivalent of
$265 million in today's highest) at its height, the failure of the prophecy to materialize led the then-elementaryaged author to question his faith and imagine the possibility of choosing a destiny of his own.
Raising the Ruins-Stephen Flurry 2006 Herbert W. Armstrong was the world's leading televangelist and one of the
most prominent religious leaders of the 20th century, watched, read and followed by millions worldwide. But his
legacy of Bible-based humanitarianism came under attack after he died. The cabal of leaders who took control of
the church he founded, after pledging to "follow in his footsteps," methodically destroyed all he had built. Those
who would stop them were silenced or excommunicated. Had it happened in the corporate world, the CEOs and
executives responsible for hijacking a corporation and robbing its investors would have been fired, if not
prosecuted in a court of law. Never before has this shocking story been told in such riveting detail. Drawing upon
official reports, internal memos, court depositions and personal interviews, Stephen Flurry exposes the depth of
corruption and deceit that was "Tkachism" - the administration of Joseph Tkach, who succeeded Mr. Armstrong as
pastor general of the Worldwide Church of God. In this book you will learn: *How Tkach's men altered doctrines
under Mr. Armstrong's nose even before he died. *How the Tkach transformation was driven from the start by an
agenda that even shocked most of the top ministers. *How early on, Tkachism brazenly denied its radical changes
before the church members. *How Tkachism slashed media operations under the pretense of "wise stewardship"-while income soared at a record $1 billion in five years. *How Tkachism shamefully forced out the very members
whose contributions had built the multi-million dollar empire. *How Tkach's men told church members the
message of Mr. Armstrong's magnum opus, Mystery of the Ages, was still official, while they secretly trashed
120,000 copies of the book. *How Tkach Jr. considered it his "Christian duty" to stamp out Mr. Armstrong's
writings. *How Tkach Jr. nearly achieved that goal in a six-year legal battle, but then, for fear of being exposed,
surrendered. *How the marvelous wonder of Mr. Armstrong's work is being raised from the ruins. Worldwide
Church of God leaders today present themselves to the mainstream evangelical world as a band of courageous
truth-lovers who sacrificed everything to follow Jesus Christ. The stubborn facts of what they did, however, tell a
far more sinister story - a story they have done their utmost to keep buried. This book exhumes those facts and
exposes them to the furious light of day, as they should have been all along, for your scrutiny. This ebook is
offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God. However, please not that Google Play will
need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit card information. In a small number of
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corruption and deceit that was "Tkachism" - the administration of Joseph Tkach, who succeeded Mr. Armstrong as
pastor general of the Worldwide Church of God. In this book you will learn: *How Tkach's men altered doctrines
under Mr. Armstrong's nose even before he died. *How the Tkach transformation was driven from the start by an
agenda that even shocked most of the top ministers. *How early on, Tkachism brazenly denied its radical changes
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whose contributions had built the multi-million dollar empire. *How Tkach's men told church members the
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120,000 copies of the book. *How Tkach Jr. considered it his "Christian duty" to stamp out Mr. Armstrong's
writings. *How Tkach Jr. nearly achieved that goal in a six-year legal battle, but then, for fear of being exposed,
surrendered. *How the marvelous wonder of Mr. Armstrong's work is being raised from the ruins. Worldwide
Church of God leaders today present themselves to the mainstream evangelical world as a band of courageous
truth-lovers who sacrificed everything to follow Jesus Christ. The stubborn facts of what they did, however, tell a
far more sinister story - a story they have done their utmost to keep buried. This book exhumes those facts and
exposes them to the furious light of day, as they should have been all along, for your scrutiny. This ebook is
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The Former Prophets-Gerald Flurry 1960
The Real Jesus-Garner Ted Armstrong 1984
America's Alternative Religions-Timothy Miller 1995-01-01 This is a source of reliable information on the most
important new and alternative religions covering history, theology, impact on the culture, and current status. It
includes a chapter on the Branch Davidians.
Sounder-William H. Armstrong 2011-07-12 This powerful Newbery-winning classic tells the story of the great coon
dog Sounder and his family. An African American boy and his family rarely have enough to eat. Each night, the
boy's father takes their dog, Sounder, out to look for food. The man grows more desperate by the day. When food
suddenly appears on the table one morning, it seems like a blessing. But the sheriff and his deputies are not far
behind. The ever-loyal Sounder remains determined to help the family he loves as hard times bear down. This
classic novel shows the courage, love, and faith that bind a family together despite the racism and inhumanity
they face in the nineteenth-century deep South. Readers who enjoy timeless dog stories such as Old Yeller and
Where the Red Fern Grows will find much to love in Sounder, even as they read through tears at times.
From Gutenberg to the Internet-Jeremy M. Norman 2005 From Gutenberg to the Internet presents 63 original
readings from the history of computing, networking, and telecommunications arranged thematically by chapters.
Most of the readings record basic discoveries from the 1830s through the 1960s that laid the foundation of the
world of digital information in which we live. These readings, some of which are illustrated, trace historic steps
from the early nineteenth century development of telegraph systems---the first data networks---through the
development of the earliest general-purpose programmable computers and the earliest software, to the foundation
in 1969 of ARPANET, the first national computer network that eventually became the Internet. The readings will
allow you to review early developments and ideas in the history of information technology that eventually led to
the convergence of computing, data networking, and telecommunications in the Internet. The editor has written a
lengthy illustrated historical introduction concerning the impact of the Internet on book culture. It compares and
contrasts the transition from manuscript to print initiated by Gutenberg's invention of printing by moveable type
in the 15th century with the transition that began in the mid-19th century from a print-centric world to the
present world in which printing co-exists with various electronic media that converged to form the Internet. He
also provided a comprehensive and wide-ranging annotated timeline covering selected developments in the
history of information technology from the year 100 up to 2004, and supplied introductory notes to each reading.
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Some introductory notes contain supplementary illustrations.
Graphic Design Theory-Helen Armstrong 2012-08-10 Graphic Design Theory is organized in three sections:
"Creating the Field" traces the evolution of graphic design over the course of the early 1900s, including influential
avant-garde ideas of futurism, constructivism, and the Bauhaus; "Building on Success" covers the mid- to late
twentieth century and considers the International Style, modernism, and postmodernism; and "Mapping the
Future" opens at the end of the last century and includes current discussions on legibility, social responsibility,
and new media. Striking color images illustrate each of the movements discussed and demonstrate the ongoing
relationship between theory and practice. A brief commentary prefaces each text, providing a cultural and
historical framework through which the work can be evaluated. Authors include such influential designers as
Herbert Bayer, L'szlo Moholy-Nagy, Karl Gerstner, Katherine McCoy, Michael Rock, Lev Manovich, Ellen Lupton,
and Lorraine Wild. Additional features include a timeline, glossary, and bibliography for further reading. A musthave survey for graduate and undergraduate courses in design history, theory, and contemporary issues, Graphic
Design Theory invites designers and interested readers of all levels to plunge into the world of design discourse.
The Missing Dimension in Sex-Herbert W. Armstrong 2013-10-16 The most important dimension in knowledge
about sex and marriage had been missing-unpublished until this book. In this book: • World in Revolt-Why This
Book Had to Be Written • Why—and What Is the Missing Dimension? • How Shame Entered • Why Sex? Its True
Meaning • The Divine Purposes of Sex • But Was Sex Really Necessary? • Recapturing the True Values of
Sex—the Commanded Functions • The Biological Differences • How God Designed Sex • “Fearfully and
Wonderfully Made” • The God-Ordained Uses of Sex • Dating—and Teenage Morality • The Best Age for Marriage
• Planned Parenthood, Contraceptives and Sexual Dysfunctions • Engagement—and Wedding Night This ebook is
offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God. However, please not that Google Play will
need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit card information. In a small number of
countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be refunded. This refund can
take up to 1 month to process.
Against the Gates of Hell-Stanley R. Rader 1980
An Authentic History of the Douglass Monument-John W. Thompson 1903
Psalter Hymnal-Christian Reformed Church 1934
A History of God-Karen Armstrong 2011-08-10 Why does God exist? How have the three dominant monotheistic
religions—Judaism, Christianity, and Islam—shaped and altered the conception of God? How have these religions
influenced each other? In this stunningly intelligent book, Karen Armstrong, one of Britain's foremost
commentators on religious affairs, traces the history of how men and women have perceived and experienced
God, from the time of Abraham to the present. The epic story begins with the Jews' gradual transformation of
pagan idol worship in Babylon into true monotheism—a concept previously unknown in the world. Christianity and
Islam both rose on the foundation of this revolutionary idea, but these religions refashioned 'the One God' to suit
the social and political needs of their followers. From classical philosophy and medieval mysticism to the
Reformation, Karen Armstrong performs the near miracle of distilling the intellectual history of monotheism into
one superbly readable volume, destined to take its place as a classic. Praise for History of God “An admirable and
impressive work of synthesis that will give insight and satisfaction to thousands of lay readers.”—The Washington
Post Book World “A brilliantly lucid, spendidly readable book. [Karen] Armstrong has a dazzling ability: she can
take a long and complex subject and reduce it to the fundamentals, without oversimplifying.”—The Sunday Times
(London) “Absorbing . . . A lode of learning.”—Time “The most fascinating and learned study of the biggest wild
goose chase in history—the quest for God. Karen Armstrong is a genius.”—A.N. Wilson, author of Jesus: A Life
The Kingdom of the Cults-Walter Martin 2003-10-01 Newly updated, this definitive reference work on major cult
systems is the gold standard text on cults with nearly a million copies sold.
Select Documents of English Constitutional History-George Burton Adams 1901
The Book of Revelation Unveiled at Last!-Herbert W. Armstrong 1972
The Kingdom of the Cults-Walter Martin 1985 Describes the history and teachings of cults, sects, and Eastern
religions in the United States, and compares each one's beliefs with those of the Christain Church
God's Church Through the Ages-John H. Ogwyn 2003
The Journey-Robert Coulter 2014-04-01
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